This guide is about communicating through Instagram meaningfully, (using the
functions current at time of writing). It is about supporting others by making it simple
for them to support you. It is about fostering warmth and gratitude and appreciation.
It is about touching the lives of others kindly. It is about being our best selves in a
weird un-world where things are real and unreal at the very same time...What we do
online, does shape the world off line, so really, without a single eye-roll, be the
change you wish to see in the world. Collaborate!
So, here we go. Insta is a network tool, a true web of connections. It is set up to
respond positively and reward us when we interact and extend those connections.
The algorithms will give your content greater exposure the more you play the game.
And the game is about taking part. It is why the system was designed. It was created
to grow. Like a beautiful monster. So, common sense and kindness, and a human
need to communicate with each other has real value in InstaLand. The monster part
we will get to…
🌿 The first most useful piece of advice I can give to you is to operate every
aspect of your Insta engagement as a 75/25 spilt ~ 75 in lifting others and
telling their stories: 25 in telling your own.
🌿 The second is to use your own voice ~ if you are not comfortable, if you are
altering yourself for this platform, you will come to resent it. And you will not
want to sustain the long-term interactions that are required to build a
community if you are playing a role. Like any relationship, if we begin under
any false pretences, the stress of maintaining them will likely doom the
relationship to failure, (or require heaps of tea and late nights to straighten
things out), so be yourself from day one. If you adopt an artificial voice your
message, your mission, will not ring true. It will be a hopeless and unpleasant
use of your time on this planet. We cannot attract and please everyone, and
nor should we try to.

We all know now that collaboration is the key to making real change and to making
that change endure when we turn our phones off, or when we leave the building
entirely. In that spirit, if there is anything at all that I have not explained specifically
enough, any gaps I have left that make you feel unsure, any terminology I haven’t
clarified, or if you just want to say hey, please, DM me any time, as they say, in
InstaLand…
Terminology
•
•

•

In Social Media, the reward is increased exposure to other users.
Algorithms refers to the current programming that dictates the nature of an
automatic response from Instagram to your actions i.e. you do something, or
neglect to do something, and the algorithm will respond by rewarding you,
ignoring you or even holding you back from reward.
DM (or sometimes PM) refers to the Direct Message (or Private Message)
facility on Insta. This is like your inbox

Here, at this little house, is where you will find your feed. Here you can scroll through
posts from all the @handles/accounts and #hashtags that you follow.

To the top right is a paper plane. This is the way into you DMs. Your mailbox - just
like an inbox or a whatsapp or text message thread. To exit this area, simply touch
the arrow top left that sends you back to where you were.
Along the top, in a row of circles, you will have access to the stories that have been
posted by accounts you follow, and, if you have posted any, your stories can be
viewed from here, too.
If you place your finger on the screen and drag it (swipe) to the right, you will reach
the screen where you can create stories by taking photos or importing images or
using background settings. You can also access this area by touching the small
camera icon on the top left of your screen. We will play around with those later. To
exit that screen, simply touch the X at the top right corner.
A New Feature
Hold your finger on any image on someone else's page and you will see this screen.
From here, you can forward it to another account (instantly access your DMs), like it
or comment upon it.

This little magnifying glass icon is your search, as it is in most platforms. Here, you
will start to see accounts selected for you, based on your previous clicks and likes,
which is why it’s important to be selective about images and accounts we engage
with – unless you want your search results to be smothered with images of kittens or
Brad Pitt at the Oscars (when what we really want are puppies and Joaquin Phoenix
at the Oscars!).
In the search bar at the top you can decide to search for an account name/@handle
or a #hashtag or a location. When your results appear, you can order them by
popularity, or most recent. You can follow these. Try it out.
To the far right is a little QR code button - a square within a broken square. From
here you can choose to show your own nametag/@handle, and someone can use
the same function to connect with you. Play with it. It serves as a short cut when
exchanging account details with someone standing next to you.
A Short Cut
When you are in the search feature, you can hold your finger on a tile, and image,
and from there you have the option to like it (which tells Insta to feed you more of this
type of content), go to the profile and explore the account, send it to someone else
(building community connections) or touch the 'not interested' which will let Insta
know that this kind of content is not for you.

This cross in a square is your post button. Touch it to create post that will show on
your page and the feeds of your followers.

The love hearts. Here you will see who has interacted with your content, who has
mentioned you in their posts, and who and where your @handle/nametag has been
used in a comment on someone else's posts.

Bottom right is your page. Here you can see you bio, your profile, and all the posts
you have created, much in the same way as they will be seen by others who follow
you, when they click on your name to get to your bio.
This is your home base. Your control centre. The space where you admin your
account. You can see who you follow and who follows you by touching the
respective areas. You can edit your profile here, too.
From here, you can view your stories, if you have posted any, and edit them, or store
them to highlights, or send them to people. Just touch your profile icon in the circle
high on the left.

At the top right you will see the 3 horizontal stripes, the burger, that connects you
with all your settings and services: make yourself familiar with them. DM me if you
have any questions...
From the burger, you are able to view archived posts and stories that have ceased
showing, you can see posts that you or your colleagues have bookmarked/saved,
you can access your nametag/@handle, you can block accounts, do all the admin to
set up to suit your purpose.
One more thing, see the images below. The first shows the grid on your home base
that is where all your posts can be seen. Sometimes we can accidentally tap on the
icon shown in the second image: this is where all posts that you are tagged on can
be viewed. Flick between the two. Try it. And don't panic if your posts don't appear
when you are on homebase. This is usually what has happened!

So, the little things are often the big things, in life and definitely on Social Media.
Your profile image is your first face to the world so make it a strong one. One that
you will be long term happy with. One that will be applicable even if you change
direction a little. Try and think into the future…because you don’t want to change that
image. Strong colour and recognisable without squinting! A high contrast between
light and dark is ideal.
Why? As you use Insta to connect and interact, you will comment on other people's
posts and pages. Those comments you make will be preceded by your profile mage.
Humans pick up on small visual clues instinctively - more so than recognising your
instagram handle, your followers will pick up on your profile image. And so, as they
are scrolling through a comment thread, they are more likely to reply and interact
with you if they can quickly know it is you! As always, the more interactions you
have, the more Insta will reward you.

As a not for profit, as an action group, your handle and how memorable it is, is
perhaps more important than if you were a personal Insta user. You will want to be
sharing it when you approach or talk with others, because your bio acts as a
business card, and your handle will help folks find it, and therefore find you when
you’ve left the room.
For @uyo.nz we used a dot because uyo.nz is actually our website address. A
handle can never have gaps or dead space. Many folks use under_scores, but dots
are easier to replicate when searching for a handle. Also, underscores and double
underscores can look similar which can lead to confusion when tagging in
collaborators. Giving information such as location and focus in your handle is a good
thing to do - this can lead folks to find you accidentally. For instance, when I search
for or tag in a friend like @plasticfreeraglan.nz, as I begin to type their handle, other
accounts whose handles begin with the words 'plasticfree' will appear. I may click on
these other accounts to have a look...and another potential follower or follow is
made.
Or you may choose something like an acronym, that is simple and easy to type and
remember. Or like us, refer directly to an associated website. Our website and Insta
are both uyo.nz.
Some folks have their username and handle as the same thing, but most often, your
username expands upon your handle. A good example of a handle/username combo
is @ethicallykate - https://www.instagram.com/ethicallykate/ So, this handle
@ethicallykate, tells you that she is Kate, and that she is ethical. Her username is
Kate Hall Eco Lifestyle Blog and lets you know there is a wider purpose here. There
is more to explore: Kate is an eco-lifestyle blogger.

Terminology
• Your bio is the introduction text area that you create when you make your
account. It is the content of your profile. Your Bio is where folks will be sent
when they click on your handle on anyone else's comments, or stories.
• Your handle is your name and it begins with @. Our handle is @uyo.nz
• Your username is often more descriptive, a subheading if you like. It will show
as the first line of your bio. Ours is 🌿 ‘Responsible' Cafe Guide 🌿
• The expression tagging in refers to the practice of including someone’s handle
on a story, or post. We will come back to this later.

It helps to understand your bio if you regard it as an interactive business card that
can display your purpose and link to your website.
Additionally, the information you provide here helps you be found by strangers,
because, as of 2019, #hashtags in bios are live and are pushed to other users who
'follow' those same #hastags.
So, which # to use in a bio, if any? See who else is using the # you are considering
already. You are the company you keep. And you don't want to get lost amongst
irrelevant #tags. For instance, the #refill has been used for 675k posts. Many are to
do with zero waste living, but many more are to do with acrylic fingernails and false
eyelashes, 🙈. Whereas the #refillable with 46.9k posts is almost entirely waste
reduction accounts…The latter are more likely to engage with you. And then there is
#refillnz with only 381 posts, but all of these will be relevant to low impact living in
your country. Here is where you are likely to make friends who may be keen to work
with and beside you, if you are a zero-waste advocate. But if you sell false
eyelashes...
When you are entering the information to create your Insta bio on your phone, you
will see that there is no 'return' button. You cannot skip a line or create a new
paragraph. Many people create their bios on notes, an app found on most phones,
where you can skip lines. You can then select and copy and paste this into the bio
edit section on Insta.
You can also create your bio on a desktop, if you are logged into your Insta account,
where you have more flexibility of layout. Using your desktop, to spare your eyes and
your thumbs, is something we will cover later.
Some bios are heavy on # like the one above. Some use emojis to break up the text.
Some are extremely brief and only include the handle, username and website. You
can change your bio as often as you feel the need (and your username, too) with no
detrimental impacts, unlike your bio image which ideally remains consistent.
Add a website. If you don't have one, and don't have the time or energy to create
one, who do you know who does? Do you have a friend in the area you are working
to create change who will make a page on their website to host your mission
statement, your contact details, or events etc? You can also link to a Facebook URL
address here, but chances are the URL will be long and unappealing.
75/25 – You can, of course, periodically add a link to someone else’s website in your
bio, then when you include a reference to them in a post or story, you can say ‘link in
bio to read more’ etc, sending traffic to their website. Collaboration!

Terminology
•
•

•

•

A #hashtag is a way for folks to find your individual posts. We will come to how
best to use them later.
It is possible to follow a #hashtag which means all posts including that # will be
visible in your feed. If you follow a #hashtag, say #zerowastenz, Insta will also
suggest accounts that have that #hashtag in their posts or bios. It will suggest
them when you select the search, a magnifying glass icon, located at the
bottom of your screen at all times. As well as suggesting other accounts similar
to things you have viewed or liked in the past.
Your feed is the roll of images you see when you select the icon of a small
house, which is bottom left of your screen at all times. Here, Insta feeds you
recent posts from all the accounts that you follow. Also, the #hastags that you
follow.
A URL is the address of a website or online page. For instance, the URL for this
page is https://www.uyo.co.nz/guestblog/27/Not-For-Profit-An-Insta-Guide

Who should post?
If you are going to run your Insta as a team, to share the workload, I would suggest
that one main voice is responsible for post content and that same voice responds to
DMs (unless it is made clear that there are several of you sharing these roles, letting
your followers know who they are listening to, and in the case of DMs, talking with).
You can use Insta post scheduling software, like Hootsuite or later, or ripl or many
others and they can be useful if you are planning on being absent, but they can't help
you with the daily actions that will keep your account circulating. Also, for those of us
working in the community building/call to arms/social activism space, being present,
current and reactionary is more important than it would be for a business account
with a long-term social media plan. We need to be able to respond. This is especially
important to employ the 75/25 rule that I believe is vital in creating good vibes that
lead to strong relationships and genuine growth. Why? You want to connect with
humans. The best way to do this is to be a human.
What to post?
Firstly, if you have nothing to say, don't say anything. Don't force it. Posting once a
week is enough. Definitely. And if you are utilising stories and connecting in other
ways, posting once a month can be enough.
Unlike FB (its increasingly unpopular cousin) Insta is visual, primarily. For scrollers, it
is a microsecond decision whether to like your post. And receiving those likes has
value. The more interaction you get, the more reach you will get. So, having images
that catch the eye, that have high contrast and can be immediately understood is
useful. However, you will soon ascertain whether your content, your message
reaches your audience via strong imagery or eloquent text. Maybe a little of both.

Have a look through some accounts
like https://www.instagram.com/queenstownlife/ - @queenstownlife - for a good
example. Jane uses a combo of strong natural images with minimal text, and then
she uses more intimate and subjective images when she wishes to engage upon a
topic. The overall effect when you view her page as a whole is a certain visual unity.
The mountain pictures receive one-thumb-like interactions, whereas the more
personal receive interaction via the comments section. She's covering both bases.
But, don't get lost in this! If you like it, post it. If it is relevant to your direction, post it.
If it is once removed from your direction, post it. Go with your guts. Always. If an
account feels contrived, too loaded with attention grabbing tricks, it can send the
wrong message. And this is where working Insta for social change differs from
working it for profit, personal gratification etc. In the not for profit space, our
messaging has to show integrity. It has to be genuine. It has to be an island of
transparency in a really messy river of consumerism, ego and market branding. So,
just be real...I can give you no advice about what to post. That is your story that you
must tell in your own way.
Creating content
If you are creating your own images, use your imagination! Be playful, be dark, be
commanding, be insightful, but be something! The internet is awash with the bland
and passive. To create change we need to stand up and be seen to be standing up.
For example, there are millions of eco-tip accounts. Millions. The ones that stand out
are ones that stand for something.
If you are sharing someone else's images, use your voice to bind it to your cause, to
create an overlap between you. And remember, an image may be new to you, but
think, how many other times has this been shared? You may not have seen the
photo of the turtle with a straw in his nose, poor bugger, but everyone else has.
Beware not to over share cliched images, and these are often memes or cartoons
etc. Be inspired by them? Create your own versions to suit your message, with
changed terminology and images etc, but even then, make the time to credit the
source of your inspiration...
Reposting
So, if you are sharing someone else's content, be it text or images, always, always,
always credit them. Do this by tagging their @handle on the image when you are
creating the post, and also in the main text body of your content. It can be at the end.
But always remember to do this. It is polite. It is social media etiquette and it is
creating connections and community. Lifting others is the way to grow in the way we
need to grow. Try not to just tag them in your content like this: @handle - make time
to thank them for their work and describe what they are about. Suggest your
followers may like to connect with them. Put the hours in to be human.
Check the source. If you are reposting a repost, tag the original and where it has
come via i.e. Many thanks to @handle for this image via @handle...and so on.

For a post, rather than a story, I always ask the owner, on their page, in public, for
permission to share their image, clearly letting them know (and informing others who
may not yet know that seeking permission and crediting others is vital) that I will use
it respectfully and will always credit and tag them.
How To Repost
Personal preference? I'm a screen shotter, but there are apps you can download,
like the descriptively accurate, Repost, which will do what it says. Once you have
downloaded the app, you can select the repost function from the image menu that is
to the top right of each post on your feed (this is not available for sponsored posts so
don't panic if you can't access these), then head over to the app and follow the
prompts.
To screen shot, simply screen shot. Then edit in your photos, crop, and adjust colour
etc if you feel it is required. When you post to your page, or your story, you can add
filters. Be wary of over-using these, but they can be useful to develop a theme for
your page if that is your scene.
N.B. You'll notice that the @uyo.nz is a total mishmash mess of seemingly random
content. Aha. Congratulations! You've discovered the secret to my personal
style 😉 Seriously. My mind is messy. I leap from idea to idea, tangential and
divergent - so that is how @uyo.nz operates. I'm not going to fight it, try to contain it,
for Instagram. I'd explode. With each post, I lose followers and I gain followers, but I
am always myself. I couldn't run this account for the past nearly 2 years if it were any
other way.

When to post?
Whenever you have decided you can, is the best answer - don't let social media take
over your life. There is more on mental health and social media later on. But, to
create high response, posting in the evenings between 6pm and 9pm are the peaks
times for getting feedback immediately, for creating a rush. Folks are kicking back
and scrolling. Lunch times are also good for interaction. Between 12 and 1 pm. And
also, mornings between 7 and 8am, but no one, including you, should be reaching
for their phones before they have even welcomed the day. So, let's try not to play
into that patch?
Sunday evenings are high engagement times for giveaways and polls.
Your followers will see your posts eventually whenever you post (depending on how
many other accounts they follow, how long they spend online and how consistently
you have been working your account...) so don't get too hung up on this.
Don't over post! Over posting is like constantly ringing someone's doorbell when you
haven't been invited over. One to three times a week is ok, or less, as we have
covered earlier in this section.
Formatting and presenting content
🌿 You see these? 🌻 Emojis and Insta are best buddies. How we use them is a
matter of style and tone, but they are also useful as a tool to create clarity within a lot
of text, and to create continuity in the visual language of our communications and
content. Emojis are also useful to avoid misunderstandings and the ambiguity of text.
They can ensure your audience knows when you are being light-hearted, facetious
or self-deprecating.
Tagging people
When you are creating the caption for your post, you will also see the options to tag
people and add a location.
You can tag up to 20 people on an image. They will be notified that you have done
this. They will be drawn to your post. Use this power sparingly to attract attention of
folks you do not already have a relationship with. It can be annoying. Accounts like
news channels and magazines are tagged in constantly: you are more likely to build
a working relationship with them by picking up the phone and asking for an email
address for the appropriate person who may want to tell your story.
Tagging in partners, folks included in the image etc is what this is really about. If the
image belongs to someone else, tag them here as well as in the main body of your
caption.

75/25 - Here's a little example of how to use the tag image function to create
community connections:
• Create your image. Make it topic relevant. Let's say it is about a beach cleanup.
• In you caption, after the main point of the post has been clarified, let your
followers know that they can "click on the tags to connect with some real heroes
working in this space today!".
• Give context to the image tags. Lifting others.
Add location
Adding a location will push your post to those in that area, but this will also
limit/restrict the reach of the post. Who is your message intended for? If your post is
promoting an event, definitely use the location. If your post is about a group you are
supporting, add their location.

When we first start using Insta, we can often get confused as to the different
functions of #hashtags and @handles. Hopefully all we've been through about
makes that much clearer.
You can follow a @handle, which means your feed will show you what that account
posts and you will be presented with their stories too. You can also follow a
#hashtag, and your feed will then contain all posts that people from all kinds of
accounts share that is marked with that #hashtag. For example, @uyo.nz follows
#zerowastecoffee and #nzcafe and #choosetoreuse. They are relevant to me. I may
find good image content, or education, or may make some friends. I do not follow
#bethechange, although I use it. Why not? It's massive! I don't want my feed clogged
up with content that may not be immediately relevant to our work focus area.
Following on from the post section, you can add #hashtags either in the main body
of your caption, or as a comment on your own post. I prefer the latter as is makes the
caption appear cleaner. You can use up to 30 #hashtags, but I usually use 15 per
post (made up of 5 of the 20 that I always have and will use, and 5 from the 20 that I
sprinkle about, and 5 that are directly relevant to the image - or are just fun to make
up).

I will always use #noexcuseforsingleuse #nzcafe #inaoteroawechoosetoreuse
#takeawaythrowaways and #uyocafeguide, whatever I post.
So, when selecting your hashtags bear in mind that other people follow hashtags.
Research them. See which are being utilised by accounts you admire and connect
with. Try and fit in between not too large and not too small, and as we mentioned
when discussing #hashtags in bios, think about the company you will be keeping.
Insta users are generally a low input audience. Don't expect folks to remember the
name of your campaign and use your #hashtag. It is yours so you need to work it.
The best way to get a new #hashtag out there is through stories, rather than posts. If
you share someone else’s post on YOUR story and use YOUR #hashtag and their
@handle, they will more than likely reshare it, and there you go, your #hashtag
appears on someone else's story. You have done the work that enables someone
else to support you.
A top tip to save time is to create a list of #hashtags that you frequently use in your
notes, or in a saved email on your phone. Then simply copy and paste them into the
comment box, adding the special and contextual hashtags on the end.

🌿 Here’s some general tips and hints to help you work your Insta account,
before we get into the specific elements of posts, stories and DMs, comments,
followers and giveaways 🌿
It takes time and it takes work. Growing a genuine following takes time, effort,
thoughtfulness and unavoidable work. It won't happen on its own and there are no
short cuts.
Consistency is what Insta wants from us. Consistent interaction. Unique interaction.
It wants us to create actions that will create networks. If we do this, it will reward us.
So, the more you do, the more you will grow. It is mostly logical; being friendly,
exploring, reaching out.

If you are sharing the workload of running an account, there are many daily chores
(and daily is best - consistency of engagement, even for small periods of time is
better than slamming 6 hours on a Sunday) that can be undertaken by pretty much
anyone you trust who has a keen thumb.
Unique Commenting
At least 10 + a day. This means making genuine and unique comments on other
user's posts that are relevant to the post, i.e. 😍 👌 🍰 🐬 or 'Awesome' will not
create the kind of interaction and reputation you are looking for, if you wish to have
meaningful exchanges and become a part of a community that will help make the
world a better place. It doesn't need to be an essay, but it needs to be real. Copying
and pasting the same comment will get you temporarily shut down by Insta and will
expose you as an account who is not playing for keeps.
Reach out by following the threads of existing webs. For example, when you find an
account that you love, have a look at who they follow. This can be a great way to
locate new accounts who may want to connect with you and with whom you can
share and exchange support.
Never forget this is a public space. Every word you say must be one you would be
happy for everyone, everywhere to see and hear. Remember that tone can be
misinterpreted, and emojis can be useful to help clarify a comment is meant as a
joke, sarcasm etc. A general rule when engaging is be positive or be silent. UNLESS
you find yourself in a position where you can address racism, sexism, ageism,
passive or otherwise. Then, heck, fill your boots. But only once. Say your piece, in a
measured and well informed, or succinct way (a simple NO often does), and then
step away. Eagles don't chase flies. And this Insta space can be destructive and
insidious. Stand well back.
Liking
Ideally aim for 100+ a day. Simply scroll through your feed, or through the posts
under a certain #hashtag (find them via the magnifying glass icon on the bottom left
of your screen), and like posts that you truly like. No point in liking posts that don't
appeal to your ethics or aesthetics. Don't fake it. You will be driven to accounts and
posts similar to those you like, and they to you, so again, keep it real. Envisage the
trail that you leave behind with each action you take and keep it one you are proud of
and a path you wish to continue on.

Use a desktop! If you are making a commitment to this Insta thing, you may like to
do the liking and commenting on a desktop version of Instagram. Seriously, this is
much easier on your eyes and helps prevent time slipping by in a scrolling blur when
you should really be living your one life!
75/25 - While you are going through these tasks, keep an eye out for content that
you can share and support. Bookmark them for later. And remember to 'unbookmark'
them when you have used them, so you don't drown in your saved images.

We love them. Visible for only 48 hours and on screen for only 15 seconds, stories
are probably the most useful tool on Insta for making friends, for building
relationships and giving value to your work and the work of others.
If you are workload sharing, stories are a great place for others to contribute. Multiple
styles and voice here don't matter, in fact, they can widen your appeal and reach.
So, how to create a story and then how to make it work hard for you. Click the little
house bottom left. Then, when you are on your feed screen, either touch the
wee camera icon top left or swipe your finger across the screen to the right.
You're now in story world. It will open on camera mode. Have a play. The little
square, bottom left, now will allow you to upload images from your camera roll on
your phone. You can enlarge and zoom in and out and reposition the image by
sliding your fingers around. You can add videos from your phone, and create videos
here (and working out how to save and share videos of over 15 seconds is
something you can play around with or DM me!).

Once you have taken the photo or selected one, you can add text and stickers etc.,
and here's the important part that is relevant wherever your image comes from - you
can add up to 10 @handle tags and a location and 1 #hashtag.
You can move these location, @handle and #hashtag stickers anywhere on the
screen. Tap the stickers a few times to change colours too. Explore this whole addon area. The same moving-around-deal applies for changing the location of any of
these add ons. Just hold pressure on them and drag them to where you want them,
then let go.

75/25 - You can also really support others by sharing their posts on your story.
Bearing in mind Instagram rewards us all for our interactions, and being present is
key to getting traction, sharing someone's posts as a story does many things at
once.
• It introduces them to your audience.
• If your audience tap the shared post, it will take them to the source, increasing
the traffic. If your followers then like that post on your friend's page, they will
receive even more love from Insta. A popular post means the next post created
will be pushed harder and farther by the algorithm.
• It makes them feel supported by the Insta community. If you make the effort to
add a @handle and some text to the shared post, they will receive notification
that you are working on their behalf.
• You can reiterate or support their message here
• You can use this as a way to give value to people that your friends work with
already, for example, when UYO share a cafe's post on our stories, we will tag
in (include the @handle) the reusable cup brand they stock, or make reference
to the coffee roaster they work with. Ask yourself, how many people can I
support with this action.
But, be thoughtful. Only tag in others if it will assist them. If you have an established
relationship, you will know what is relevant and what isn't. We will discuss the
etiquette of @handle tagging or image sharing from strangers or part-strangers
later...
Accounts I follow
Stories are also a crucial and sweet way to introduce others to accounts you support,
and to let those accounts know you support them. Lifting others, creating mutual
networks. One of our highlights (more on highlights further on) at @uyo.nz is
labelled, "I Follow". There you will find posts shared from accounts I follow, @handle
tagged and #tagged with #accountsilove or #accountsifollow or #followoftheweek, or
even #followoftheyear.
75/25 - Try this wee exercise in connection...
• Make a list of accounts you follow and want to support
• Create a story - use any background image you wish. It could simply be what
you can see in front of you. Comment on that story something like "These
accounts inspire me” and type the @handles of the accounts (up to a max of
10) that you want to share.
• Go to the first of those accounts from your list. Find a post that you like, that
represents them well, and share it to your stories. Before you post it, add their
@handle and #accountsilove and a comment why you think their work is valid
and useful, and may interest your followers.
• Repeat with all 10 accounts.
• And to wrap it up in a nice little series, there’s an optional step. Create a final
story, maybe using the same image as you began with? Adding content to let
folks know that all these accounts can be found in your 'I follow' (or whatever
you choose to call it? Heroes?) highlight reel...I would invisibly tag all the 10
accounts again here, so they know you are including them in that hero highlight
reel.

•

•

And add a sticker here, the question sticker, and ask for folks to let you know
who inspires them? Thank anyone who responds and follow it up by checking
those suggestions? If you end up following the new accounts, maybe comment
on a recent post of theirs to thank whoever introduced you, for leading you
there? Connecting and crediting and being thankful to others.
Go back to the series and select 'Add to highlights' - read on for how to operate
that little extra, but it is intuitive anyway, so give it a go...

What you have done here is introduced 10 accounts to your community that may
result in increased exposure for them. You have also introduced those 10 accounts
to each other by including them in the first story in the series. You have put them in
the same room. This equates to inviting them all over for a potluck dinner. You have
invited them to engage with each other, using their connection with you as a
character reference. This is a damn good use of Insta time. It is part of the 75%
lifting others.
A month later, you can take a screen shot of your bio/profile and use that as a story
background image. You can draw a circle around the 'I follow' highlight reel and
make a fuss about it, and comment that here are some of your heroes. Tag some of
them in. Lemon squeezy.
And this isn't about getting attention from them onto you. It's about letting them know
you are working alongside them, raising the profile of their work. If you believe in
what they are doing, if you wish you had time to do that too, raise them!

Tagging someone in a story is a wonderful way to do the hard work for them ~
Support and lift others as often as you can ~ because, as you will probably know,
when you are tagged in someone's story, you are notified by Insta in your DMs and
you can, with one thumb and may be a little repositioning if you are format fancy,
share direct to your own stories. It takes literally seconds. So, if you make content
that is relevant, that will praise someone else or sit well within their content area, tag
them in it. And to be extra special, tag them in it, invisible to other viewers.
How? Simply adjust the colour of the font you use to write their @handle to match
the background of the post. Then drag the handle into that same area, squish it
smaller by sliding your fingers together around it, if you need to. And there it is.
Hidden. You can do this with up to 10 @handles and they will all receive notification
separately. And can share with ease. You’re literally and practically doing the work
for them.

So, how to do this? It's pretty simple. When you find a post you would like to share
on your story (and your colleagues who co-work the account with you may have
bookmarked some posts for you to consider sharing too as they were doing the liking
and commenting work), click the paper plane under the image.
When you publish your story, viewers will be able to visit the source by tapping the
image. You may want to encourage this by adding a sticker (search for 'tap here' or
'tap me' and drag it onto the image) or by simply writing it on the post.
Adding their @handle here and a persoanl message about why you love this
enough to share it, is vital to building relationships and to ensure you are
clearly crediting the work, the content, to the source. It can be an invisible tag,
a sticker tag or a standard typed tag. Up to you. If you don't, they will still
receive notification, but think of it like leaving a gift but not leaving a note?
Ordering from amazon, instead of making it and wrapping it and writing on the
card yourself.
You can also share posts from your own page onto your stories! Yup. Think of the
fun you can have with that...It's a good way to keep continuity in your messaging. No
need to share a story to announce a new post (this can be annoying) but if if your
new post relates to an event, or a giveaway, something with urgency, then adding it
to you story (and tagging in others) as you post it can be effective.
Formating the text, changing font, having text in boxes etc, is all about playing
around with it. You'll get the hang of it, and will end up creating your own unique
style. The more attractive it is to you, the less of a chore it will be...

When you are done, just click your story. If you are not happy with what you have
shared, or realise you've tagged in your cousin instead of a district council, you can
access your stories at the top left of your home page. You can click your profile icon
in the bottom right corner to see how your page looks to others. And you can find
your stories by clicking the larger profile icon in the top left, beside the info about
your posts, followers and following. When you reach the story you want to delete
(speed up the moving through stories by tapping on the right of the screen to go
forwards - or left to go backwards) simply click the 3 dots bottom left and select
the delete option.
There's some other good stuff to be found here. You can send stories, either yours
or other peoples, by DM by selecting Send to from those 3 little dots. Remember
though, folks will only be able to see the stories you share during the 24hr period
after they are posted.
I'm not going to get into the behaviour of your archived stories here, but again, DM
me if you have any questions....
But what about when someone tags you in their story? When you are talked about?
Notification will appear in your DMs and you can simply tap the image that will be in
your DMs to import it into your stories. Then, you can simply share it by clicking your
story, or you can move it about, expand it, add your gratitude and use their @handle
as you thank them. You can pretty it up with stickers or emojis. Play about with it! I
always @handle tag when I reshare.

Interactive stickers
Using the poll, quiz and question stickers are a great way to gain interaction and
traction. We all like to be asked for an opinion, right? You add these as detailed
above. And once posted, you can store them in your highlights (read below).
Keep your questions simple. Folks will only be able to make a short sentence
answer.
And keep your polls even simpler. Remember, a yes or no is best. You can edit
the yes and no text but keep it clear and simple. You don't have to use the format
provided to type your poll question - you can type it as usual as a part of your story...

Recycle your own content!
If you have a website, recycle that content by screenshotting it and adding to your
stories. I do this with the uyo.co.nz website by taking screenshots of our cafes of the
day, then posting them, smothered in tags, to our stories. In fact the uyo website was
created with this crossover in mind - little bits that can function as stand-alone
sections detailing information or advice that can be shared across platforms, via
phone screen capabilities.
When you have 10k + followers you can add swipe up web links to stories that
connect to your or other people's websites. This is a nice extra way to support
colleagues working in the same space as you. Share links to their petitions, their
websites, even their supporters and sponsors, growing their credibility and giving
extra value to those they work with.

A follow on from stories…
Have a look at the @uyo.nz instagram. In the top left you will see our profile image.
Click that so see our current stories. Easy. Now, under our bio you will see a row of
circles, all with different titles. These are our highlights. We you create a story of your
own, you can choose to 'Add to highlight' and then name that highlight, even adjust
an image to accompany it.
Using highlights is a great way to store and present information, guidance etc.
Insta is a massive party, and you can't dance with everyone, but you can use stories
and highlights to let everyone know you are happy to be here, that you are having a
good time, that you are grateful to be invited and that you really love their outfit!

A place to exchange text messages and images with others and we'll talk about how
to use it and access it, but first, the thought behind DMs...
Reply. To everyone. And reply with your own voice and in a real way. Again, it
doesn't have to be huge, but it needs to be real. Emoji's are not a valid response.
Honour someone's time with time of your own. Ask a question? How can you grow
this exchange? Is there some way this can be a relationship that can benefit the
sender and your cause? Can you refer the sender to other accounts that you think
they might like? Regard other accounts as locations. Suggest they visit and ask them
to send your love when they get there?
Keep an eye on your DMs. Some methods of sending images mean that they will
disappear from your DMs after 24 hours. As will access to stories you are mentioned
in. By checking every 24hrs, you won't miss opportunities to interact. Set a time for
checking! This is vital. Don't get sucked into checking for messages or interactions
outside of your scheduled time. This isn't personal, but the growth of an account can
be strangely addictive. And if you allow it, it will eat your life! Nom nom nom nom.
That is the sound in Instagram eating your life.
If you are workload sharing, someone could check the DMs and send a response on
behalf of the primary voice. We sometimes do this if I am drowning in work or having
a break. Our magical intern Jeannie will check the DMs and respond with an

explanation, "Laura is drowning in work or having a break. She'll get back to you
soon as. Love, Magical Intern Jeannie", or similar. You get the idea. Real people,
talking to real people and showing them respect and gratitude for taking time from
their one life to reach out.
You can send images by DM that recipients can screen shot or copy. You can send
content that can be easily copied by simply holding a finger on the text and pasting
elsewhere, making it easy for folks to share your ideas and words without them
having to do the work. You can ask people you collaborate with to DM content that
they would like you to share so you can copy it straight to stories or posts. Working
together to make the exchange of ideas and content as simple as possible.
Using DMs for content
A comment exchange in a DM conversation can often be really good content for a
story or even a post. If someone sends you a DM that is pertinent and inspiring, ask
permission to share it, and whether they wish to be @handle tagged when you do. If
so, act accordingly when you screen shot it, tidy it up and share it to your story.

To create a DM chat, you can either click on the messages button on the page of the
account you want to talk with, or hold your finger on their name in bold, under any of
their posts,
(or you can add their @handle in the chat bar on your DM section). The former is
preferable, so you don't start a chat with the wrong account. This happens. A lot.
You can create group chats also (but ask permission first of those you intend to
include). This can be a great way to connect groups who you think will benefit from
an introduction. You can leave 'the conversation' when your work is done.

This little fella is where you will find all your messages: inbox, unread or flagged
(yup, you can flag a message in the same way you can flag emails in your inbox).
Keep an eye on the unreads, just in case. And using the flag is really handy,
especially if you are co-working the account. DMs can easily get lost in the crowd
and the flag is a nice way for colleagues to let each other know something requires
attention.

Heaps of us who have been using Instagram for a long time don't realise we can
utilise this function. We either forget, or don't know it is even there. But it can be
handy. If you are having a long conversation via DM, you can suggest a quick Insta
call instead. Saves the thumbs and the eyes. Once you have opened the function
(and it is always available from the DM section) you can choose to turn the video off
if you prefer not to be seen in your PJs.

These people are your community. They aren't a herd of follower numbers. They
have one life to live and they have chosen to share some of their time with you.
Value them. They are your community and collaborators. They are your Insta family,
but a family that has chosen to be related!
Thank them. When you get a new follower, take the time to visit their page and find
an image you like, that you feel a genuinely positive response to, and make a
comment. You can thank them here for following you. You are grateful so show it.
Warmth and appreciation. Give what you would like those you love to receive.
Sporadically, send a DM, if their account is public, to thank them for their continued
support (you can DM folks with private accounts by simply typing their @handle into
the chat bar, but this is bad form unless you have a very genuine reason, or an
invitation, to connect).
Follow only accounts that you want to receive content from as this will set the
parameters for the content you are exposed to/fed by the algorithm. For @uyo.nz I
do not follow personal accounts without asking permission, and only after there has
been some interaction (i.e. they have shared my stories or tagged me in their posts
or stories). This is a personal choice for me: I do not want to play the role of a spy in
their lives. We are community, but we are fundamentally unknowns: I do not want to
encourage a culture of pressure to perform and display.
As with replying to DMs, unique commenting and posting, do this work when you
truly feel like you want to engage and are interested in making contact. Subtleties in
tone do translate in the online world. If you don't feel it, don't do it. Which leads us
to...

This can be draining for anyone, but you care - you're working for the greater good so for you, it has the potential to be especially draining. How to manage the drain
while still doing right by your mission? I can offer advice, but for transparency, almost
everyone I talk to or work with in this space ignores our own advice. Keeping
perspective, discipline and separation is very, very difficult...but vital.
As in all things, if you don't take good care of yourself, you won't be in a position to
help anyone else.
Blue light. It will bust your melon, man
While the science behind how blue light affects our health is still being studied, there
are easy steps you can take today to protect your health.
• Avoid using Instagram before bed, and absolutely while in bed! Perhaps the
most important thing you can do to protect your health from the harmful effects
of night-time lighting is to limit screen time after the sun goes down.
• Remember the most significant environmental trigger to your circadian rhythm is
light. Because digital screens emit a significant amount of blue light, limiting
your exposure to these sources is fine and sensible idea.
• Sometimes, avoiding screens at night is difficult, however, many cell phones
and computers also offer the option to adjust your screen’s brightness. That can
help.
Choose your core times
...and stick to them. If you are workload sharing this is so much easier. But for this
purpose, let's assume it's just you. To keep an eye on your screen time, or to keep
your eyes off screen, go to your settings and select your activity. From there, you
can set a daily reminder - a timer to track and alert you once you've reached your
chosen max time on the app.
Do not hop on your phone to check your Insta responses or DMs as soon as you
open your eyes. Not even once. This is a slippery and quickly addictive slope into the
pit of Instagram sludge.

Can you do your first session in the morning between 8-9:30? Limit it to
whatever will work for you. Perhaps 30 mins will suffice to reply to your
messages and share some stories?
• A lunchtime session to connect and interact, bookmark posts for sharing later.
• An evening session to comment and respond and to create stories, using your
own content and sharing the content of others.
Give yourself 2 days off the regular work each week. Stories last for 24hrs, so no
one will even realise you are gone. Give yourself 2 days clear of engagement with
your Instagram to keep you fresh.
•

During those 2 days, factor in a certain amount of impromptu response times, but
don't go beyond them. This will keep the algorithm and your community noting your
attentiveness but won't own your life. i.e. If you get a bing bing outside of the little 5minute ‘touch bases’, ignore it. The reason for this is that stories shared by others
that you are tagged in will only be displayed (and re-shareable by you) for 24hrs,
then they are gone forever. When you are building your community, re-sharing when
you are tagged is quite important. Think of it as thanking someone for cooking a
meal for you, within 24hrs of eating it.
Eye breaks
Seriously. We all say it, and we none of us do it. Look up and around and away from
your screen. A lot. Change the distance you hold your phone from your face. And all
this is so simple and obvious that we ALL ignore it. Don't ignore it. You'll save a
fortune in physiotherapist and may be even optician visits.
Posture
Tension and muscle tension are unavoidable IF you are head down, thumb and eyes
on your phone. So, move around. As discussed earlier, many tasks and interactions
can be accomplished on a desktop, so do that. Roll your shoulders. Realise that the
time you spend on your phone will accumulate, so do not treat each session as an
isolated action.
Personal/not personal
Can you be a tap but not a sponge? It's very difficult to give enough of yourself,
which requires you to be open and unguarded, without absorbing not only possible
negativity but any kind of emotion that can fill the space that our connections in the
real world should/would normally occupy. Keep an eye on yourself, is all I am saying.
And if you receive negative, offensive or even simply bothersome communications,
outside the realm of healthy interaction and banter, do not hesitate to use
the block function. You can block an account by going to their page and clicking on
the 3 action dots top right corner. Then simply select 'block' from the dropdown. You
can change this status via your settings at any time. An account won't receive
notification that they are blocked, they simply won't be able to see you or find you
anymore. Nor will you be able to see them.

It is highly unlikely you will ever need to use the block function against unwanted
attention. At @uyo.nz I have only ever blocked accounts who sponsored (paid)
content comes up into my feed, as we work in the same space. Single use
packaging companies mostly. I block them so I do not have to look at them, rather
than the other way around! Which is something you may want to consider for your
well-being and ability to focus your energy on positive promotion of your agenda
rather than trying to negate the negative impact of someone else's?
Instagram is no replacement for human connection
Of course. But within the realm of building an online community, your offline
community must take precedence. Get on the phone, via Insta or not, and hear each
other's voices. If you are working together, make sure you are speaking. Meet for a
cuppa. Allow balanced relationships to build. Again, sounds obvious, but online
platforms have a way of subduing and usurping other ways to communicate.

This is a whole other, huge and complex topic and frankly, my eyes are aching! If
you'd like to talk through the maze of complications and triumphs, rules and learning
curves, pros and cons of the Insta giveaway, DM me, or check back here next month
and I'll see what I can do!

There is no right or wrong way to run your account. All these words I have shared
here are simply learnings that have been borrowed or gifted from others who were
working Insta platforms before me, and a few tricks I have picked up along the way.

If you take one thing away from this, I would only wish it to be that we are stronger
together, that the time when competitive ego created success in the sustainability
space is long since over. It is no longer about being the biggest not for profit, the
most glamorous eco team, it is about thousands of little guys standing side by side
and on each other's shoulders to create change. Together.
P.S. Go see takeawaythrowaways.nz ~ take it as your own. Please. And the 75/25?
That can be a metaphor for life, too. With love, Laura, @uyo.nz

